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Home Learning Newsletter

FEBRUARY 2021

Art

Students looked at the work of Arimboldo a
16th century artist and had to recreate work
in the style of the artist. They had a choice
of: Drawing/painting, digitally, collage or
assemblage
of fruit/veg. or household objects.

Dear Parents and Guardians,

From January departments altered curriculums to
ensure students were introduced to new concepts
to progress their learning, developing the different
ways this can be delivered remotely. Teachers
developed strategies to motivate students,
introducing new techniques in live lessons to
ensure effective learning was taking place.
We are extremely impressed with the enormous
efforts of our students in our remote learning
provision throughout this half term. There has
been some fantastic work produced from each
year group across subject areas. We feel it is
important to share these as a way of celebrating
student successes this half term. This newsletter
displays some of the excellent work produced by
Hedingham School students through the remote
learning programme.

Mrs Nicola Cook,
Assistant Headteacher

Cover image: Capt. Sir Tom Moore by Olivia Savage, Yr 8

Right: Oli Wilkin, Yr 8
From top left: Ethan Ramsey
Yr 7, Frankie Tucker Yr 7,
Isaac Hammond Yr 7,
Middle left: Caitlin Law Yr 8,
Rainbow Keep Yr 8, Imogen
McWilliam Yr 8, Tuck
Tomkins Yr 8,
Bottom left: Beth Irvine Y 9,
Harry Pearson Yr 9, Josh Page Yr 9

Art

A day or so after Sir Tom’s
passing, I set an assignment to
produce a tribute to Sir Tom:
Drawing/painting, Capt. Tom as a
superhero or an illustrated piece of writing.
Ms Crawley, Leader of Art

Above:
Molly Tokely,
Yr 8

Above: Polly Dorn, Yr 9 Previous page from top left: Gracie Meeks Yr 8, Lilia Nash Yr 8, Olivia Savage Yr 8,
Middle left: Jasmine McKinnon-Dawson Yr 9 Bottom left: Jess Taylor Yr 9 Bottom right: Kate Gurney Yr 9

Year 7 student Isla Ritchie produced
this stunning art studio model. The
model show fantastic attention to
detail and would have taken many
hours of work to achieve this.

Bonnie Merrell – 9E

Computer Science

Lewis Scott – 7C

Year 9

Year 7

James Basham 9D

Felicity Johnson – 7C

Henry Lawrence 7G

Ellie-May Bell 7C

Arthur Mooney –7E

Clockwise from left:
Henry Lawrence,
Felicity Johnson,
Lewis Scott,
Ellie-May Bell,
Mae Barlow and
Arthur Mooney

Ashley Furlong – 9E

Mae Barlow 7H – 4 colour Theorem

Next page clockwise
from top:
Bonnie Merrell,
Sage Ashworth,
Bethany Irvine,
Ashley Furlong,
Ella Barford and
James Basham

Year 8
Astin Moran – 8H

Bethany Irvine 9D

Tuck Tomkins – 8C

From left:
Astin Moran, Tuck Tomkins and
Olivia Savage 8C
Olivia Savage

Ella Barford 9G

Design and Technology
Year 7 Harry Potter
Costume Design

Clockwise from left:
Alana Moran,
Destiny-Mai Skingle
and Ruben Paley

Year 10
Textiles,
concept
ideas

Right:
Annie Barton

Year 10
Typography Graphic Design
Left: Erin Lilley

Year 9 Smart
Watch Design

Right:
Sophia Flint
Below:
Gracie Meeks

Year 10
Bauhaus
inspired
model design

Right: Theo Gedeking

Year 10
Bauhaus inspired
model design

Year 11
exploded
drawing

Right:
Aaron Horwood

Top:
Ronnie Andrews,
Right: Bailey Skingle
Below left: Will Turtle

Year 11
Concept design model making during lockdown
Below:
Bart James

2nd design: land rover defender

Prototypes:

1st design: 1950’s lorry

3nd

design: land rover defender off-roader

6th design: Lorry

5rd

4rd

design: tank 2

design: tank 1

Year 12
Small
space
Design

English

Year 11 completed descriptive writing task, produced in only 20 minutes!
Mrs Webb was extremely pleased with both students.
Above: Orianna Mewes
Below: Mariel Zalameda

Language Paper 1 – Question 5

It towers high above into the dark night sky like a wall of scaly, impenetrable flesh casting its terrible
shadow down upon the murky solution forming from the rain beneath its tremendous weight. The
king of beasts: Tyrannosaurus Rex. The most fearsome creature ever to storm through the miles of
thick, dense, and entangled jungle; it bears a suffocating air of dominance, one that diffuses over
these considerable distances, proclaiming its power to any and all lesser beings who should come
within proximity of his majesty.

Above: Initial card concept model for Ergonomic small space Design, Nathan Jesson
Below: Ergonomic small space CAD Design, Beth Elam

CAD Design

The monster possesses two shocking eyes. They contain a vivid yellow hue and for eyes so relatively
small in comparison to the T-Rex’s dastardly stature, they manage to hold an atmosphere of raw,
animalistic cruelty befitting one so rightly feared. However, the atrocious colour of its eyes shame in
comparison to the gaping maw spread along its chin. It has a menacing smile, its thin, stretched lips
tearing back to reveal rows upon rows of razor-sharp fangs. The ferocious creature’s mouth is a
destructive chainsaw, capable of tearing, ripping, and slashing through any obstacle: the flesh, bone
and muscle of its latest prey or endless maze of rising trees in the jungle, their sturdy trunks more
akin to a twig for a beast of such unmatched strength. The terrible stench that emanates from its
huge baring grin, full of primitive malice for its victims and carnivorous content for the meal they
provided, is one of pure rot. It is a disgusting scent, reminiscent of the true extent of the monster’s
status and the abhorrent ability to scare that got it there.

From the assumed safety of the car I was in, I eyed the large creature walking towards us
from further down the road. Though the heavy rain and night sky skewed my vision, the
silhouette of what was ahead was as clear as day. It towered over the trees and power lines
nearby, and with every step it took I could feel a slight shake in the ground beneath, as if
earthquakes were occurring every few seconds. As it moved closer and closer to my
location, the features of this beast began to define themselves through the night fog, and
what I could see could only heighten my fear. Sharp, knife-like claws tore down the power
lines, forcing its way through the industrial setting built in its home; a machine-like jaw,
gnawed on almost every object at its feet, hungry for any signs of life. It made its way
nearer.
Now, it was only but within arm reach, the lone barrier between us being the thin metal
frame of the car and its cheap windows. Its large, razor-like talons were right within my
direct line of sight. I refused to glance at them for any longer than a second, to minimise my
urge to scream. I crouched down and held my breath, in a poor attempt to conceal myself
from the creature in front of me. Though it seemed its impeccable sense of smell took
charge, and it abruptly lowered its head in order to gain a better view of the interior. I now
had an explicit view of its features: eyes like jade, rough leather-like skin, decaying,
carnivore teeth; It was all right in front of me. After a mere moment of silence, filled with
nothing but the sound of rain and wind, a screeching roar came from its beastly mouth. This
bellow contained the capacity of a thousand lions and more, it was unlike anything I have
ever heard. I was too petrified to inhale even the smallest of breaths, afraid any change, no
matter how subtle, would expose me to its dog-like senses.

Geography

Year 10

Year 7

Right:
Emily Ward

Year7 from left:
Rosie Jinks, Megan Brown
and Lottie Haldane
Year 8 from left: Rainbow Keep, Lyllia Holdsworth
and Issabelle Kent-Jackson
Year 10 from left: Lelie Farthing, Ellie Turner

Year 8

Year 10

History

Edward Kirtland, Year 8:
Really good example of
the guided reading task
analyzing historiography
of the British Empire in
India. Edward has picked
out key quotes to help
highlight the historian’s
views in the summary
section of the work.

Ella Barford. Year 9:
Fantastic analysis of two
interpretations focusing
on Nazi policies towards
women. Ella has written
confidently about both
and used her own
knowledge to explain
and support their views.

Eleanor Angel, Year 11:
Excellent use of
evidence to explain
whether educational
opportunities increased
for people in Elizabethan
England.

Ania Ellison-Oakes, Year 10
Ania Ellison-Oakes

Modern Foreign
Languagues
Erin Cooper, Year7:
made Pancakes on 2/2/2021
for pancake day in France

Elise Tomlin, Year 7: Has marked her
own work well, she has taken the time
to correct any wrong answers - this
shows good, reflective learning.

Modern Foreign Languagues
Ella Barford, Year 9: Great effort here
with a tricky grammatical concept
and good self-marking.

cont ...

Orianna Mewse, Year 11: A well answered
writing GCSE question. Writes at length,
gives lots of detail and demonstrates a
sound grasp of grammar.

P hysical Education
Rhiannon True, Year 10:
is using photographs to add to her BTEC
Sport course work to demonstrate
her knowledge of the rules
of football both written
work and practical work.

Lizzie Webb, Year 10:
is taking full advantage of lockdown to
improve her football technique, she has
designed her own drills to do at home
that she can use for her coursework.
Year 12 BTEC Sport students:
have been using new methods of working together by using the school's collaboration space
on TEAMS. This has allowed the students to engage more in lessons and they find they are
learning more this way and lessons are more enjoyable.

Music

Harry Beckingsale
Year 10: Harry is
continuing his drum
lessons online virtually
with one of our music
tutors, and is enjoying
these so much he has
learnt the drum part to
Sweet Child of Mine.
Rock on Harry!
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Year 8 Drama- Ewan James
Ewan James,
Year 8 Drama

When exploring three stimuli for Drama. Ewan has
gone into exceptional detail- his ideas are varied,
interesting and very creative.

When exploring three
stimuli for Drama.
Ewan has gone into
exceptional detail, his ideas are varied, interesting
and very creative.

Kitra Oldham Year 9 Dance
Kitra produced an excellent factsheet
on commercial dance and analysis of
the music video ‘Rhythm Nation’. This
was accompanied by a video of a dance
phrase she created based on Rhythm
Nation, her choreography and
performance were both excellent.

John Barrable, Year 7 Drama
John created a 10 slide PowerPoint that explained in clear detail all of the different job
roles there are to work in theatre. His explanations were clear and his work was beautifully
presented with very well selected images for each job role.

Year 8 DanceCaitlin Law, Year 8 Dance
Caitlin
Law

Caitlina chose
unique
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Amelie Hewlett, Year 9 Dance
Commercial Dance Poster
Amelie has completed some excellent
work in dance this half term. Especially this
information poster – containing in-depth
Kitra produced research
an excellent
on commercial
intofactsheet
Commercial
Dance.

Yr9 Dance- Kitra Oldham

Commercial Dance Po
dance and analysis of the music video ‘Rhythm
Nation’. This was accompanied by a video of a dance
phrase she created based on Rhythm Nation- her
choreography and performance were both excellent.

Yr9 Dance- Kitra Oldham
Kitra produced an excellent factsheet on commercial
dance and analysis of the music video ‘Rhythm
Nation’. This was accompanied by a video of a dance
phrase she created based on Rhythm Nation- her
choreography and performance were both excellent.
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Emma Southgate, Year 11
Mood Board
Excellent effort into exploration
of ideas towards a group
contemporary dance.

Mood Boards – Year 11

James Basham,
Year 9 Drama
James produced
three very
detailed pieces
of work
forWall’
an in Drama. He wrote a piece of
ent on ‘Breaking the
Fourth
style. And produced
some great
assignment
onadditional research on Brechtian
‘Breaking the
Fourth Wall’ in
Drama. He wrote
a piece of third
person narration
and a multi-role
scene, both in a
Brechtian style.
And produced
some great
additional
research on
Brechtian
techniques.
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Emma Southgate
Excellent effort into explorat
towards a group contempora

Emma Rickards, Year 11
Mood Board
Extremely detailed mood
board, demonstrating
in-depth research and
exploration of ideas.

Yr9 Drama James Basham- Continued

Yr9 Drama James Basham- Continued

Religious

Education

Ania-Ellison Oakes
Year 10: Ania has put
in a great amount
of effort has pushed
herself beyond our
expectations, Ania is
always engaging and
interacting within the
lessons.

Science
Year 7 How
fossil fuels
form

Ellie-Lou Smith, Year 12
Finding the centre of mass of an irregular shape with bonus
marks for including a pet in the pictures.

Above: Leila Aitken
Right: Ellie-May Bell

Jess Gibbs, Year 12
Finding the tipping angle of a plastic bottle filled with water

Vocational

Emily Ward Year 10: Consistently outstanding coursework

